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Abstract 

A dynamic general equilibrium multifactor asset pricing model for a monetary 
economy with capital accumulation and multisector production is constructed. 
Equilibrium Clower constraints on some investment goods and some consumption 
goods are imposed. An equilibrium APT model is constructed where the covariance 
between the inflation tax, distorted equilibrium investment returns, and fundamental 
forcing processes are important in determining equilibrium risk prices. The model is used 
to address issues concerning the relative importance of real and nominal factors in asset 
pricing raised in recent papers by Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) and Cochrane (1991. 1992). 
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1. Introduction 

In a series of papers by Brock (1982) and Cochrane (1991, 1992), a theoretical 
foundation for the importance of real macroeconomic variables such as invest- 
ment and technological innovations in the theory of equilibrium arbitrage 
pricing theory (EAPT) has been explored. Brock (1982) maps the Arrow-Debreu 
primitives of taste and technology into equilibrium risk prices in an multifactor 
asset pricing model without equilibrium distortions. Cochrane (1991) uses 
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a production-based asset pricing model with adjustment costs to show the 
importance of both lagged real macroeconomic variables and standard financial 
measures in forecasting current stock returns, and conversely the importance of 
many of the same real macroeconomic variables and stock returns in forecasting 
future real economic activity over the business cycle. Cochrane (1992) has 
generalized the test of production-based asset pricing to the context of multi- 
factor arbitrage pricing models in the spirit of Ross (1976). 

In a complimentary line of research, empirical evidence seems to point to the 
importance of nominal variables in arbitrage pricing models. Specifically, stock 
returns are negatively correlated with measures of anticipated and 
unanticipated measures of inflation.’ A particularly interesting paper is Chen, 
Roll, and Ross (1986). Their research isolates both key nominal and real 
macroeconomic variables that include the spread between long and short 
interest rates, expected and unexpected inflation, industrial production, and 
a measure of the risk premia that all appear to be correlated with asset returns. 
They find empirical support for the depressing effect of innovations in inflation 
on stock returns. Cochrane (1992) places the model of Chen, Roll, and Ross 

(1986) to a cross-sectional dynamic test. He finds that investment return factors 
are dominant in factor models such as Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) thereby 
reasserting the fundamental importance of real factors in explaining asset 
returns. 

In this paper, we describe the role of both real and nominal macroeconomic 
variables in an EAPT model using an approach that differs from either Chen, 
Roll, and Ross (1986) or Cochrane (1991, 1992). Following Brock (1982) we 
explore the theoretical foundations of APT from the perspective of a dynamic 
general equilibrium with multisector production in the spirit of Arrow and 
Debreu.* Unlike Brock (1982) and Cochrane (1991,1992), we include a meaning- 
ful role for equilibrium distortions in explaining asset returns. Specifically, we 
suggest that innovations in nominal magnitudes (such as money and prices) 
interact with market trading frictions to create a potential for equilibrium 
distortions to affect asset prices in a multifactor equilibrium asset pricing model. 
This interaction creates a wedge of inefficiency for distortionary monetary 
policies in the valuing of investment returns via the equilibrium risk premia, 
thereby affecting asset returns in EAPT. 

Specifically, a multisector monetary economy is described that incorporates 
a simple friction in the acquisition of some consumption and investment goods. 

’ Examples of such empirical findings include Fama (198 1, 1983), Geske and Roll (1983). Kaul(1987), 

Pearce and Roley (1988), and Marshall (1992). Marshall (1992) also offers a theoretical explanation 

for the stock return-inflation correlation in the context of an exchange economy with transactions 

costs. 

‘Other papers in the Arrow-Debreu tradition include Conner (1984) and Milne (1988). 
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The role of valued fiat money in equilibrium is introduced by the use of an 

exogenous cash-in-advance constraint as in Lucas and Stokey (1987). As in 
series of recent papers on cash-in-advance economies with production, the 
Clower constraints are generalized to include some investment purchases as well 
as some consumption purchases. 3 This assumption incorporates the view that 
liquidity in the investment acquisition process is potentially an important 
mechanism for the inflation tax to affect real economic activity. 

The model in a competitive equilibrium is shown to deliver the prediction of 

a negative correlation between production-based asset returns and the rate of 
inflation. Higher anticipated rates of inflation in general raise the stochastic 
inflation tax on future expected investment returns, thereby exerting a depress- 
ing effect on current asset prices by generally lowering risk premia associated 
with technological innovations in production. This conditional effect can poten- 
tially change over the dynamic equilibrium path for the economy. Therefore, 
interaction between nominal and real magnitudes creates a data generating 
process broadly consistent with the findings of both Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) 
and Cochrane (1992).4 We show that although the asset returns in a Pareto 
optimal version of the model follow a J + 1 factor process, distortionary 
monetary policies introduce two unique possible channels for monetary policy 
to distort asset returns. First, all of the ‘latent’ technological factors that price 
production-based asset returns must be adjusted for the stochastic inflation tax. 
The sign of this adjustment is determined by the covariance between the 
stochastic inflation tax, intertemporal marginal rates of substitution, and the 
fundamental technological factors. Second. although any given firm’s asset 
prices are generated by a J + 1 factor model, a general equilibrium model of 

production-based asset returns across firms is shown to require at least J + 2 
risk prices. The risk price is shown to affect the riskfree rates of firms differen- 
tially. This generates equilibrium asset pricing anomalies for investment goods 
that are not discussed in Townsend (1987). Finally, we characterize the potential 
importance of the stochastic inflation tax in EAPT by numerically calibrating 
a simple version of the model and quantifying the role of inflation in depressing 
equilibrium risk prices and the negative correlation between production-based 

asset returns and inflation for the example economy. 
The remainder of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 of the paper, the 

economic environment is described. In Section 3, individual decision problems 
are described and the definition of a recursive monetary equilibrium (RME) is 
provided. The existence of a RME is proven. In Section 4, the relationship 
between arbitrage pricing and equilibrium distortions is discussed. Upon prov- 
ing the existence of a competitive equilibrium using the monotone-map methods 

“These papers include Stockman (1981). Abel (1985). Lee (1989). Coleman (1990). Christiano (1991). 

and Fuerst (1992). 
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described in Coleman (1991) and Greenwood and Huffman (1992), we can 
characterize the mechanism by which the stochastic inflation tax is directly 

mapped into changes in the structure of equilibrium ‘risk’ prices that are 
associated with each of the fundamental ‘factors’. We compute the depressing 
effects of inflation taxes in the EAPT model for a simple example economy. 

Section 5 concludes. 

2. The model 

The model is formulated in discrete time as an infinite horizon stochastic 
multisector growth model. We follow the standard convention for economies 
with equilibrium distortions and lump-sum transfers.’ In particular, the behav- 
ior of the aggregate economy in per capita terms is distinguished from the 
optimal decisions of each individual agent. Households take the behavior of the 
aggregate economy as given when they solve their individual decision problems. 
Aggregate decision rules are notated with capital letters, while representative 
decision variables are denoted with lower-case letters. In equilibrium, optimal 
individual behavior is shown to coincide with aggregate behavior. 

2.1. The trading environment 

There are assumed to be a large number of households and firms trading in 

many spatially separated competitive markets. As in Lucas (1990) and Fuerst 
(1992), each household is imagined to have multiple members each specializing 
in a particular household function and each trading in one of many spatially 
separated markets. A household consists of the following agents: one shopper 
for and one seller of both consumption goods and investment goods, one 
supplier of factors of production in competitive factor markets (supplying labor 
inelastically and the N types of capital goods), one ‘production’ entrepreneur, 
and one agent purchasing financial assets. The entrepreneur runs the house- 
hold’s firm. The other agents trade in either goods, input, or securities markets. 
Any particular member of the household can only participate in one market per 
period. Since markets are spatially separated, the seller of consumption goods is 
assumed to be unable to communicate with the buyer of consumption goods 
during the trading period for any time period t.6 

sSee for example, Stokey, Lucas, and Prescott (1989), Cooley and Hansen (1989). and Coleman 
(1991). 

60ne can construct an explicit spatial model of exchange that formalizes this pattern of exchange 

along the lines of Towns&d (1987). For more details, see Reffett (1992). 
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The timing convention for the opening of markets in this model follows 

Townsend (1987). All markets (factor, consumption, and securities markets) 
open at the same time which is after the arrival of information concerning 
current period shocks. Some trading for both consumption and investment 
goods is assumed to be subject to equilibrium cash-in-advance constraints. 
A household cannot use money acquired in the goods and securities markets in 
the current period to relax any current period liquidity constraints. At the 
beginning of any period t, each household is endowed with process-specific 
labor (each normalize to unity) which they supply inelastically to firms, owns 
stocks of N different types of investment goods, and carries a stock of nominal 
money balances forward from the previous period. 

2.2. The primitives qf taste, technology, and stochastic structure 

We begin by describing, the aggregate state space for the economy. At any 

date t, the state variables for the aggregate economy consist of realizations of 
N aggregates per capita capital-labor ratios K = [K,, . . ., K,] and an exogenous 
shock 0 E 0 G R”, + , m 2 n. Let this vector of state variables for the aggregate 
economy be denoted by S, = (K r, ~ . . , K,,, 0,) ES, where the state space of the 
aggregate economy is given by s:= X x 0 and X c iR: is a closed convex cone 
with Bore1 sets X. Let X E X be compact denoting the feasible state space of the 
endogenous variables K = (K,,, . . . , K,,) given the technological primitives of 
the economy. 

2.2.1. The stochastic structure 

0 is assumed to form a first-order Markov process with stationary transition 
function x. Let (0, 0, x) be a probability space, with 0 the Bore1 sets of 0, 
x being a O-measurable function on subsets A G 0, and assume f1 satisfies the 
following assumption: 

Assumption 1. 0 c R”, + is compact. For A E 0, x(0, A): 0 + [0, l] is the 
conditional probability measure for the next period shocks. x is assumed to be 
monotone, i.e., if D is the set of nondecreasing O-measurable functions 
(1: 0 ---t R, then the operator Td = {e,d(8’)~(8, do’) is nondecreasing also. For 
any I: > 0, there exists a function (S(E) > 0 such that VlH, 0 E 0. 

1111 - till < 6(E) =3 
s 

,~~BIX(O.A)-%(~,A)l<i:. 

Assumption 1 is standard. Under this assumption, if VB is the space of 
bounded, continuous, and monotone functions V: 0 4 R equipped with the 
uniform norm 11 V (1 = SU~~~,~( V(fI)l, then the operator TV = lo V(O’)1((0, do’) 
maps V into itself. 
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2.2.2. Technology 

Let f: s -+ 54, + be the production technology endowed to each firm. For 
convenience, this technology is a version of Brock (1982). The technology is 
assumed to transform period t beginning of the period capital-labor ratios 
K into period t consumption goods. f(K, 6) is assumed to satisfy the following 
assumption: 

Assumption 2. f is a constant returns to scale technology that is continuously 
differentiable, strictly increasing, and strictly concave in K. There are N different 
processes that produce a single consumption good: 

f(K O) = i qi(Kit ok 
i=l 

(1) 

where each of the functions qi each satisfies (i) qi(O, 0) 2 0 VBE 0; (ii) 
Eli, 0) >0 when Ki > 0 VIE@; (iii) VQEO, lim,,, ,qi(Ki, 0) = 0 and 

K,+041(Kit8)= CO where qi is the partial derivative of gi with respect to Ki; 
(iv) 3 a finite numbers ki E R+ + such that qi(~i, 0) I Ki for all QE 0 with 
equality for some I!IE 0; (v) qf(K, 0) 2 0 VK, 0~ S. 

Then under Assumptions 1 and 2, the feasible state space for the aggregate 
capital-labor ratios is given by compact set 2 = nr! r [0, rZi]. 

2.2.3. Pwferences 

As in Townsend (1987) and Lucas and Stokey (1987), each household has 
period preferences over date t credit consumption goods clt and cash consump- 
tion goods c2, given by u(c rl, Cam). The function u satisfies the following: 

Assumption 3. u: R: + R is a bounded, continuously differentiable, strictly 
increasing, and strictly concave function with 

lim Uj(cr,C2)=0 and limuj(c,,cz)= CO, j= 1,2, 
<,- x C,-rO 

lim [uz(y - c, c)/u,(y - c, c)] = Go for c E [0, y]. 
C-r0 

Then each hosuehold’s intertemporal preferences are represented by 

EO f B'~Ccd4, ~2Adl t 
1=0 

(2) 



where fl~(O, l), E0 indicates the mathematical expectation taken at date 0 with 
the integral defined across the ‘lifetime’ state space of the household s? where 
a state of the household s,~sL and s? is that infinite cross-product of SX.’ 

2.3. The payments qstem 

The financial structure is a version of the cash-in-advance structure described 
in Lucas and Stokey (1987) allowing for capital accumulation and production. 
Equilibrium Clower constraints are imposed only on some consumption and 
some investment purchases. The assumption of cash-in-advance on investment 
goods amounts to assuming that credit markets in the acquisition of capital 
goods for cash constrained firms are imperfect.’ Instead, we examine the 
implications of these incomplete capital markets on asset pricing. 

Let each household be given an initial stock of fiat money M, at date 0. Fiat 

money is taken to be a durable, portable, and intrinsically worthless piece of 
paper that is used by households to communicate outside indebtness. Denote 
a household’s demand for next period money holdings at date t by VII:+, . Let M, 
denote the aggregate per capita stock of money at the beginning of period t. and 
let M, evolve according to the following rule: 

M, = NS,)M,-1 3 (3) 

where h is a growth rate in M. We specialize the money rule through the 
following assumption: 

Assumption 4. The function h: 55 + R, + is a continuous function such that 

&JllW’)l;((~, de’) I 1. 

Continuity is required to perserve the continuity of the household’s feasible 
correspondence. The restriction on the expected value of the inverse of the 
growth rate on money is to guarantee nonnegative interest rates. 

Finally, each agent is assumed to receive a lump sum monetary transfer 
J,(S) = [h(S) - l] M,_ 1 at the beginning of each period. Since the transfer is 
prior to the opening of markets, it can be used to offset current liquidity 
constraints. Therefore, for an individual household entering period t with 
previous period money holdings rnt, the post-transfer beginning of the period 
money holdings will be denoted by m, = rn: + [h(S) - l]M,_ , . 

‘The construction of this space and S,, will be defined later in this section when we characterize the 

payments system for this economy. 

*We essentially generalize the incomplete markets specification implicit in Christian0 (1991) and 

Fuerst (1992) to a multisector environment. One critical difference here is that agents see the vector 

of shocks prior to making portfolio decisions, i.e., we focus on anticipated inflation effects, not 

liquidity effects. 
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3. Individual decision problems and recursive competitive equilibrium 

An individual agent’s decision problem requires us to describe the behavior of 
the aggregate economy. The aggregate money price of both consumption and 
investment goods is homogeneous of degree one and given by the following 
function P: s + R+: 

PG) = P(&)M, 9 (4) 

where p: !3 + R, is defined to be the inverse of real money balances M/P. Since 
input markets are assumed to be competitive, the real rental prices of capital 
good of type i is given by 

wi(S) = 4:CKi, ok i= 1,2 ,..., N. 

The real wage payment paid to workers is then 

(5) 

expressed as 

(6) 

where ki represents the beginning of the period holdings of capital good i for 
a typical household. Households are assumed to own the firms. Under the 
assumption of constant returns to scale, factor payments exhaust output. 

Households assume that the equilibrium aggregate capital-labor ratios Ki 
evolve recursively according to the following relationship: 

Kit+ 1 = Gi(St). (7) 

In addition let the aggregate per capita decisions concerning aggregate per 
capita consumption be given by the function C(S). 

Using these functions, we can construct the household’s feasible correspon- 
dence. Notice that given (5) and (6), the net income position for an individual 
household from production is c [qi(Kiy 6) + (k; - Ki)qj(Ki, O)]. Let fi = m/M. 
Then an individual household’s budget constraint is 

P(s*) [ Clt + c2t + 2 kir+l 1 + W’+ 1/M 
i=l 

I fit + PW [ fUL 0) + 5 (kit - Kit)qI(&, 0) i=l 1 . (8) 

We allow the first K types of investment goods to have complete access to credit 
markets to finance investment purchases. Therefore, we impose equilibrium 



cash-in-advance constraints on purchases of ‘market’ consumption goods 

c2! and the remaining investment goods: 

PC%) C2t + 2 kit+ I] I IA, (9) 
i=K+ I 

The households choices for consumption, investment. and next period money 
holdings are required to be nonnegative: 

where c = [c,, c2] and k = [k,,..., kN], and s is the state vector for the 
individual households decision problem with s = (k, A, K, 0) E S,,, S,,:== 
xxR++x2xx. 

Define the correspondence 0(s) c RN++3 to be the set of zr = [c,, mP+ , , k,, 1 ] 
that satisfy (8H10).9 Let G(S), g(s), and w(S) denote vectors of stationary 
functions for aggregate per capita capital investment decisions, individual 
household investment decisions, and real rental rates of capital and labor. In 
addition let c(s) be a stationary function for individual consumption decisions, 
and d(s) be a stationary function governing the individual’s next period 
money holdings m, relative to M,. In a recursive monetary equilibrium, 
individual households choose a vector of stationary decision rules z(s) = [c(s), 
d(s), g(s)] e@(s) to maximize (2) given functions p(S), w(S), G(S), and h(S). 
Let V(s) be the value of (2) at the optimum for any individual household 
beginning the period in state s. Then V(s) must satisfy the following functional 
equation: 

where the next period state of an individual household is given by s’ = [g(s), 

d(s) + [h(S’) - l]/h(S’), G(S), 0’1. Define V to be the set of bounded, continu- 
ous functions V: s’h --* [w. It is well known that under Assumptions 1-4, given 
functions G, w, p, and h, there exists a unique function VEV that satisfies (11). 
This V is strictly increasing and strictly concave in k and A. Further for each 
s E 5&,, the supremum in (1) is attained by a unique z E Q(s) with z(s) continuous 
in k and ti. Finally, the value function V is continuously differentiable in k 
and &. 

We are now prepared to define a RME: 

‘Then given the p(S) is strictly positive and continuous, then under Assumptions 1L4 @is nonempty, 

compact, convex, and @ is continuous. 
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Definition. A recursive monetary equilibrium is a collection of aggregate deci- 
sion rules G(S) and C(S), strictly positive, finite prices p(S)and w(S), and 
a monetary policy function h(S); a collection of household decision rules c(s), 
d(s), and g(s); and a value function Van/ such that: 

(1) Individuals Maximize.. The functions V, G, W, and p satisfy (11) and 
z(s) E Q(s) is the vector of associated individual household decision rules. 

(2) Market Clearing: G(S) = g(s), C(S) = ( ) c s , and d(s) = 1, where C(S) and 
G(S) satisfy: 

C,(S) + C,(S) + i G,(S) <f(K, 0) for all SE!%. (12) 
i=l 

Using the envelope theorem and substituting the equilibrium functions C and 
G into the optimality conditions for the right-hand side of the household 
problem characterized in (1 l), the equilibrium functions C(S) and G(S) must 
satisfy the following system of equations: 

Ul CC(S)1 = WP(S) 3 (13) 

u2CC(S)I = c44 + 4($lP(S) 3 (14) 

A(s)p(S) = p p(S)l(S’)q:(Gi(S), O’)x(h’y de’), i = l,..., K, (15) 

CA(s) + $(s)IdS) = P BP(S’)Cl(s’) + +(s’)I CqI(Gi(Sh e’)A(s’) s 
/[n(s) + 4(s’)]] x(0, de’), i = K + l,..., N, (16) 

44 = B s w) + w)iiwm(e, de’), 
8 (17) 

where n(s) and 4(s) are the Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (8) 
and (9). Using (13) (14), and (15) we can obtain intertemporal asset pricing 
equations for both the first K ‘credit’ capital goods and remaining ‘cash’ capital 
goods in terms of the the inflation tax. To see this, begin by making the above 
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substitutions to obtain the following: 

Ul(C(S)) = B s Ul(C(S’)) [qj(Gi(S), 0’) ~(0, dB’), i = l,..., K, (18) 
8 

(19) 

i = K + l,...,N. 

Following Coleman (1990), define a measurement of the state-dependent infla- 
tion tax for this economy as 

m = C4WW) + dwl . (20) 

In a competitive equilibrium, A(s) = A(S) and 4(s) = 4(S). Then substituting 

from (20) we can rewrite (18) and (19) as 

UI(C(S)) = B s u,(C(S’))qi(Gt(S), 0’) Cl - t(S’)lx(Q, de’), (21) 
0 

i=l K, >...> 

u~(C(s)) = B s u,(C(S’))ql(Gt(S)t 0’) Cl - ~(s’)l~(@, de’), 
0 

(22) 

i = K + l,...,N, 

which expresses the intertemporal capital valuation equation in terms of the 
stochastic inflation tax. 

One interesting feature of (21) and (22) is that both credit investment goods or 
cash investment goods exhibit asset pricing anomalies not found in standard 
intertemporal valuation models for capital. For example, both types of invest- 
ment goods differ from the standard asset pricing formulas for investment goods 
discussed in Townsend (1987). Eq. (21) marginalizes the decision to invest in 
investment goods that can be purchased with (costless) private financial ar- 
rangements. The left-hand side of (21) is the loss in utility units from investing in 
process i in consumption units, while the right-hand side of (21) is the return to 
investment valued in discounted utility. Note that the next period return is net of 
a potentially positive inflation tax on next period consumption goods. This tax 
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is positive if the liquidity premia 4(S) is positive. Eq. (22) introduces an 
additional pricing anomaly uniquely associated with investment goods in the 
liquidity constrained sector. In this case, the household decision is distorted by 
both next period’s inflation tax on consumption goods and current period 

liquidity premia associated with purchasing investment goods. The latter 
distortion will be shown to be important in constructing riskfree rates in 
a competitive equilibrium. 

Following the definition of a RME, a competitive equilibrium for this econ- 

omy consists of functions G(S), C(S), p(S), W(S), A(S), 4(S), and a monetary 
policy function h(S) that satisfy the household’s first-order conditions (12)-(17) 
and satisfy the equilibrium conditions (9) and (12). The following proposition 
proves the existence of such functions: 

Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1-4, given z(S) = [+(S)/A(S) + 4(S)], there 
existsfunctions G(S), C(S), p(S), W(S), an an associated monetary policyjiinction d 
h(S) that satisfy the conditions of the de$nition of a stationary monetary equilib- 
rium. 

ProoJ: Appendix. 

With a competitive equilibrium constructed, we can now formulate expres- 
sions for how assets issued by the N firms in this economy will be priced. 

4. Arbitrage pricing in a multisector monetary economy 

4.1. The Ross APT model 

Ross (1976) describes a J-factor linear pricing theory of capital asset pricing as 
an alternative to the traditional Sharpe-Linter CAPM model, This model shows 
that all systematic riskfree portfolios earn a riskfree rate. In addition, APT 
describes a theory which is consistent with asset returns being generated by 
a (J + 1)-factor model with a set of ‘risk’ premia [yl, . . . , yJ] on mean returns on 
each of the J factors, and a risk-free rate y O. Brock (1982) extends this model by 
delivering a theory of arbitrage pricing that generates the J risk factors from the 
production uncertainties associated with technological innovation in a multisec- 
tor production economy. As Brock (1982) notes, APT does not link asset returns 
to their underlying sources of uncertainty. This impinges on our ability to 
discuss the role of equilibrium tax distortions in explaining asset returns. In this 
section, the growth model described in Brock (1982) is used to construct 
a recursive version of an EAPT model with distortions. With such a model, the 
fundamental uncertainties that pertain to asset pricing can be characterized 
jointly by production primitives and the stochastic inflation tax. 
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Given the existence of competitive equilibrium functions C(S) and G(S), we 

seek a model of asset returns for a N-asset economy conditioned on date 
t information of the form: 

J 

xi = ai + C bjiuj + Ei, i = l,..., N, (23) 
j= 1 

where ai and bji are constants, Xi is the ex ante return on as set i, Z!j is 
the systematic risk generated by factor j, and ai is the unsystematic risk specific 

to asset i. Let C&r,..., Ed] be independent random variables, Uj and Ei 
uncorrelated and each possessing finite variances Vj, i. Let ai be a linear function 
given as 

Ui = yo + i Yjbij, i = l,..., N. 
j= 1 

Ross proves the existence of risk prices y,,,. . ., yJ such that (24) holds by showing 
that any zero wealth, zero systematic risk portfolio will earn a zero rate of return 
(i.e., for a portfolio I:= lqi = 0 the retun is I”’ rqiai = 0, where rli is the portfolio 
weight for asset i). 

4.2. Equilibrium distortions and APT 

Our goal is to transform our monetary growth economy into an EAPT model 
as discussed in Ross. To accomplish this, begin by specializing the production 
function described in Assumption 2 as follows: 

Assumption 5. For each process i = 1,. . ., N, qi(Kit, 0,) = Bi,qi(Ki,), where Hi is 
generated by a J-factor model Hi, = CS=oAij6jf, where 60, = 1, Aij is a known 
constant, and, for j > 0, 6 = (6, ,. . ., 8,) is a J-dimensional Markov process with 
stationary transition function <(S, d6’). In addition, the transition functions for 

the factors fij, and 6j,t are independent Vj, j’ and Vt.r’ 

There are a number of ways to motivate the restriction on technology 
described in Assumption 5. Our motivation is chosen to illustrate the relation- 
ship between research on disaggregated business cycle models and equilibrium 

“Notice here that I have specialized the economy so that all of the uncertainty in the model is 
generated by real technological innovations. In this sense, the money growth rate is an exact 

feedback rule whose uncertainty is associated with real shocks via the function h(K, Q). Although this 

is a simplification, it is done to highlight how real shocks might transmit through the economy via 

a monetary mechanism. This assumption is not inherently limiting. One could easily partition 6 into 

both real and monetary shocks. See the example in Section 4.3 for this generalization. 
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arbitrate pricing. Following the work of Norrbin and Schlagenhauf (1988,1990), 
one plausible interpretation of Assumption 5 could be as follows: the vector of 
technological innovations 0 is driven by a ‘common features’ model, as discussed 
in Engle and Kozicki (1991), with J1 common factor and J2 idiosyncratic 
industry factors where J1 + JZ = J. l1 In this case, we would set JZ = N and 
Ji 2 1. Therefore, the stochastic process governing the technology shock in any 
given sector i would be driven potentially by a vector of national common 
factors and a vector of industry-specific factors. 

For our monetary economy, the inflation tax in (20) works as a proportional 
income tax on rental payments for sectors K + 1 to N. To guarantee a positive 
inflation tax, h(S) must satisfy the following assumption: 

Assumption 6. The function h : 53 + R+ + is a continuous function such that 

PjJlIW’)l x(6 de’) < 1. 

Rewriting (21) under Assumption 5, we have for firms i = l,..., K, 

ul(C(S)) = i Aijqi(Gi(S)) s PSJu,(C(S’))Cl - T(S')lt(S, d6’) 7 (25) 
j=O 0 

where 6’ is next period’s value of 6. t satisfies Assumptions 1 and 5. Eq. (22) can 
also be rewritten for the remaining firms as 

uz(C(S)) = i AijqI(Gi(S)) s BSjCl - T(s')lul(C(S')) 4(‘, d”). (26) 
j=O 0 

Define the following new terms: 

ai = Aojq:(Gr(S)), b<j = Aijq:(Gi(S)). (27) 

Substituting (27) into (25) and (26), we obtain the following N integral equations: 

ul(C(S)) = i Pbtj s u2 (C(S’))S;(l - I) {(S, da’) 
j=O 0 

+ Bat s ~2 (C(S’))(l - I) 5(S, dd’), 8 (28) 

UZ(C(S)) = i Bbij s u2(C(S’))BJ(1 - r(S’))<(S, d6’) 
j=O 0 

+ flUi 
s 

~2 (C(S’))(l - r(S’)) ((6, d6’) . (29) 
8 

“The common features model of Engle and Kozicki (1991) is closely related to the common trends 

model of Stock and Watson (1988). 
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Notice that in (28) and (29) we can redefined the fundamental ‘real’ factors in 
(23) as Uj = 6j[l - r(S)]. Then given the function r, the model becomes closely 
related to Brock (1982). 

The relationship between the risk price of factor i and the stochastic inflation 
tax can be obtained by solving for an expression for the expected rate of return 
ai. We first describe the measures of asset returns for a production-based asset 
pricing model. Following Brock (1982) the asset returns for the first K firms can 
be obtained from (28): 

u,(C(S’)) [l - s(S)] <(S, d6’) 

J 

- c “i j IJ u,(C(S')) [l - z(S’)] S;<(S, d6’) 
j= 1 0 

u2(C(S’)) Cl - W)l4@, d6’) . 

firms are obtained from (29): 

u2(C(S’)) cl - T(f)] 5th dh’) 

(30) 

J 

- c qj V u2(C(S')) [l - T(S)] S;5(S. d6’) 
j=l e 

uz(C(S’)) [l - z(S’)] <(S, d6’) . (31) 

Notice that the asset returns for financing constrained firms in (30) differs from 
the valuation equation for nonfinancing constrained firms in (31) by only the 
first term. Using these two equations, we can formulate the equilibrium risk 
prices associated with each factor. Let y0 be the riskfree rate for the nonfinancing 
constrained firms, y kQ be the riskfree rate for financing constrained firms, and yj 
denote the risk prices associated with the production factors j = 1,. . ., N. Then 
the expected risk premia in (30) and (31) can be defined as follows: 

;lo=[ ‘L ur (C(S)) B {uz(C(S’)) Cf - W’II) 5th d6’) , 1 
iba=[ ‘i UAW)) B {u2(W’)) Cl - W)lI GX db’) , 

I 
(32) 

*I.= - 

1, 
u2(c(s’))[l - r(S’)] S;<(& dd’) 

‘s u2(C(S’))[1 - z(S’)] ((6, d6’). 
0 
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Eq. (32) indicates that while technological risk can be priced with factors that are 
identical for both financing and nonfinancing constrained firms, the riskfree rate 
for financing and nonfinancing constrained firms will differ in the presence of 
equilibrium distortions. Since (13), (14), and (20) imply u2/uI diverges as t tends 
to one, y. and y;Q will diverge as the anticipated inflation tax r(S) increases. To 
see how the model delivers expected conditional risk premia that vary with 
realization of 0, rewrite (24) as 

i= l,...,N, (33) 
j= 1 

where yor = [yol, yi?], the T superscript indicates transpose, Si is a 2 x 1 selector 
vector with Si = [l, 0] for i = l,..., K, else Si = [0, 11, and the y,‘s are only 
functions of date t information (i.e., they are conditional expectations given date 
t information), and S,E$~ is given. Under Assumption 6, (33) is the security 
market line for a J + 2 factor model at date r. Since the expected risk premia 

vector y can potentially vary over the dynamic equilibrium path, the structure of 
the competitive equilibrium is consistent with the need for time-varying APT 
models for empirical work. In this broad sense, the model delivers a version of 
EAPT consistent with the work of both Ferson and Harvey (1991) and 

Cochrane (1992). Also notice that although a general model of asset returns 
requires J + 1 factors here, the security market line for any given firm only 
includes J factors. This is because the riskfree rate differs across firms depending 
on whether firms are liquidity constrained. Therefore, the riskfree rate is 
correlated with r. 

Finally to obtain our version of (23) in Ross, we consider the marginal benefit 
of investing a unit of capital in process i at date t. Given Assumption 5, the ex 
ante benefits from such an investment can be written as 

xit(St) = i Ai$jt+ lqi(Gi(St)) (1 - r(S,+ 1)). (34) 
j= 1 

This is the version of (23) for our growth model with a stochastic inflation tax 
and no riskfree asset. This model highlights the interaction between nominal 
magnitudes, technological innovation, and conditional risk premia. Conditional 
on date t information, risk premia can be calculated and are functions of 
anticipated next period inflation taxes. In this sense, (34) emphasizes why both 
nominal and real macroeconomic variables are important in EAPT. Of course, 
the data generating process in (34) is broadly consistent with the empirical 
findings of both Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) and Cochrane (1992). Finally, 
notice that the riskfree asset is obtained by specializing the returns for some firm, 
say firm 1, to have A ij = 0 for j = I, .__, J. 
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4.3. Example 1: The ir$ation ta.u in an econom)) with two industries and 
three &actors 

To better demonstrate the properties of the model, we calculate a specialized 
version of the model in the following manner. Say we have two industries, one 
with complete access to private capital markets, while the other firm has access 
only to period-by-period cash loans from financial institutions, as in Fuerst 

(1992). Each firm receives a technological shock fIi (i = 1,2). The vector 0 is 
driven by a three-factor stationary Markov process 6. The vector 6 consists of 

a single ‘common’ feature hN and two idiosyncratic firm-specific shocks (5, and 
a2. Let &, = 1. Then the vector of real shocks 0 = [IO,, fl,] is governed by the 
following process: 

0 = Aii + E, E- N(O,C,), (35) 

where ii = [a,, 6#, 6,) S,] is the vector of factors with stationary transition 
function <(6, d6’), C, = a21N where for simplicity cr* = 0.0025, and A is given 

by” 

A = 1 0.95 0.5 0 

( 1 0.95 0 ) 0.5 
(36) 

Then (27) becomes 

~II = 0.95q;(G,(S)), h12 = O.Sq;(G,(S)), h,, = 0, 

b2, = 0.95q;(G,@)), h22 = 0, h,, = O.%;(G,(S)). (37) 

Eq. (33) then becomes 

a1 = Yo + h,y, + bl*yl, (38) 

a, = rtiQ + bzly;Q + b231,2 : 
LQ (39) 

“We choose these parameters so we can compute the decision rules for the model and therefore the 

risk prices in (32). Although they are chosen arbitrarily, the results in Tables 1 and 2 do not appear to 

be very sensitive to their choice as long as the highly serially correlated shock fiN has a moderate 

weight. For example one exception encountered during a sensitivity analysis of the model to A is the 

following: when all coefficients are greater than 0.2, and both a,, and aI1 are very small (e.g.. 
al,=0.2Sanda *, = 0.2) while a,*and az3 are greater than 0.4, then the risk price distortions get 

very small. As a, I and a2, go to zero, the distortion all but disappears. This seems to suggest that 

serial correlation is important in our results. 
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where the second term on the right side of each equation is the appropriately 
defined national factor, and the third term is the industry-specific factor. 

To quantify the effects of the inflation tax in this economy on 
production-based asset returns, we use the parameter settings taste and 
technology similar to Cooley and Hansen (1989, 1991). Specifically, we assume 
the following: 

u(cIt, cZr) = cp ln(cr,) + (1 - cp)ln(+,) where cp = 0.16, 

4iCKit, ei) = eit(KitY7 i = 1, 2, ,x1 = a2 = 0.18, j? = 0.99. (40) 

We specialize 4 as follows: 

In 6,, = 0.95 In a,,_ 1 + qNt, 

ln6,, = 0.1 Ins,,_ 1 + rflt, (41) 

lnd2, = 0.4ln6,,_, + rjZt, 

where the VN, ylr, and qZ are independent normal random variables with mean 
zero and variance o!, i = N, 1,2. We set 0; = 0.0072 as in the real business 
cycle literature. For simplicity, we set g: = 0.0020 and a$ = 0.0015. We special- 
ize the money rule in (3) as in Cooley and Hansen (1989): 

Mt+ 1 = PtMt, log&) = 0.48 log@- I I+ vl~rv (42) 

with 

‘Iwt - N CO.52 log(j), a,$ = 0.0091 . 

For convenience, we approximate the decision rules G and C by using the linear 
quadratic method described in Christian0 (1991).r3 Table 1 reports measures 
of volatility for the endogenous variables in the model, as well as the 
cross-correlations of these variables with the gross inflation rate 7~ = P/P_ 1 in 
the simulated data.14 When examining the contemporaneous cross-correlations 
of real variables with the gross inflation rate, the model captures qualitatively 
many of the empirical regularities found in the data. Measuring ex post asset 

13We calculate the decision rules by approximating about the log levels of the state variables using 

Christiano’s method of undetermined coefficients. These log-LQ decision rules are then substituted 

into (32) for our specialized economy and integrated measures of factor risk prices. Table 2 then 
summarizes the reductions in risk prices from their Pareto optimal values associated with various 

levels of moderate inflation, following Cooley and Hansen (1989). I thank Don Schlagenhauf for 
providing me with the GAUSS code to help in these simulations. 

14The net inflation rate in Table 1 is calculated as P, - P,-l/P,_, 



returns as in Cochrane (1991, 1992), all of the asset return series are negatively 

correlated with the rate of inflation.15 For liquidity constrained firms, the 
negative correlation is more pronounced. In addition, investment is also nega- 
tively correlated with gross inflation, as is output. This suggests that the 
‘investment channel’ we isolate here allows inflation to potentially interact 
significantly with real variables such as investment returns, thereby altering the 
equilibrium path for asset returns. Also notice also that the nagative correlations 
between inflation and real variables is more pronounced for investment than 
consumption. 

It is also clear that the simulated data are generally too smooth relative to the 

actual data. For example, asset returns are too smooth, both at the aggregate 
level and for each of the two individual firms. This is to be expected since the 
investment series is also too smooth, although it is more volatile than in single 
sector monetary business cycle models such as in Cooley and Hansen (1989). All 
consumption measures appear to also be somewhat less volatile than actual 
consumption. 

We can now quantify the depressing effect of anticipated inflation on risk 
premia associated with each technological factor in the competitive equilibrium 
for our example economy. For convenience, we shall refer to the percentage 
deviation of competitive equilibrium risk prices from their Pareto optimal 
counterparts as an ‘inflation’ premium. Given the distortionary nature of com- 
petitive equilibria in this model, the inflation premium is typically negative 

(indicating the depressing influence of inflation on risk premia associated with 
technological innovation). Substituting the approximate decision rules into our 
specialized version of (32) we can integrate to obtain measures for each risk 
premia in (38) and (39).” We then form a ratio of competitive equilibrium risk 
prices to Pareto optimal risk prices to quantify the inflation premia for various 

moderate levels of inflation. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
As Table 2 indicates, higher inflation rates raise the liquidity premia asso- 

ciated with money, thereby generating larger inflation taxes on investment 
returns for all firms in equilibrium. The effect of current period liquidity premia 
associated with liquidity constrained firms will then appear in the riskfree rates. 

’ s I also measured asset returns as suggested in Prescott and Mehra (1980) and Donaldson and 

Mehra (1984). The resulting correlations between asset returns and net inflation rates were very 

similar. (For example, the correlation between aggregate stock returns and net inflation is ~ 0.46.) 

Since investment returns and stock returns are closely related. as discussed in Cochrane (1991). 

1 report the results using investment returns. 

“These risk premia are expectations taken over conditional probability measures g specialized in 

(35) and (41). After substituting transition equations for the state variables, we can roughly 
approximate the effect of inflation taxes on conditional risk premia about the stochastic steady state 

by evaluating the conditional expectations at the deterministic steady state. gtven the policy 

function h. 
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Table 1 

Actual and simulated volatility measures and simulated correlations for important endogenous 

variables with inflation (,ii = 1.015) 

Variable” 

Standard deviations 

Actual datab Simulated data 

Correlations with 

the inflation rate 

(simulated data) 

R.4 8.05” 5.55 - 0.43 

RI n 5.85 - 0.09 

RZ a 6.11 - 0.57 
I 8.46 6.45 - 0.36 

11 n 6.95 - 0.12 

1, n 6.88 - 0.61 
Y 1.72 1.69 - 0.38 
C 0.85 0.75 - 0.12 

C, m 0.79 0.05 

C2 n 0.76 - 0.36 

aRA denotes the average ex post investment returns across both sectors, Ri is the asset return on 
firm i = 1 or 2, I is total investment across both firms, C is total consumption across both cash and 
credit goods. 

“For U.S. quarterly time series (1959.1-1990.2). The series are constructed as in Cooley and 
Hansen (1989). To facilitate comparison with previous work, both actual and simulated data are 
seasonally adjusted, logged, and filtered using the Hodrick-Prescott filter as in Cooley and Hansen 
(1989). Investment returns are calculated as in Cochrane (1991, pp. 215-218). All simulated statistics 
are averages over 200 periods, 1000 replications. 

‘We do not directly filter asset returns. Instead, we use the filtered investment series to generate 
asset prices. Filtering can be important. Compare the actual and simulated numbers here to those 
obtained in Cochrane (1991, table 1). 

Table 2 
The effect of moderate inflations on equilibrium risk prices in a stochastic steady state (I = 1.015) 

anet Y 15Q/Y kQ’ YIP,: 

- 4% 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 .oo 1.00 
0% 0.995 1.010 0.976 0.993 0.986 
5% 0.989 1.015 0.955 0.989 0.964 
10% 0.983 1.021 0.921 0.983 0.951 
20% 0.966 I.052 0.902 0.973 0.939 

For positive inflation rates, the riskfree rates begin to diverge. For example at 
inflation rates of lo%, the inflation premia for liquidity constrained firms is 
around 2.0%, while for nonliquidity constrained firms the inflation premia is 
- 1.7%. At an inflation rate of 20%) the conditional risk premia diverge almost 

8% from their Pareto optimal levels. In addition, the price of risk associated 
with the ‘national’ technological factor drops 8%, while the drop in risk price for 
each of the idiosyncratic factors are also pronounced although somewhat 
less. Notice that the inflation premia for innovations in the nonliquidity 



constrained sector drop only - 2%, while for the innovations associated with 
the liquidity constrained firms the inflation premia are almost 5%. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we analyze the effect of a stochastic inflation tax in an EAPT 
model. A cash-in-advance constraint is introduced into a standard growth 
model with multisector production to motivate a meaningful role for monetary 
distortions to influence asset prices. The model allows us to discuss how 
distortionary monetary policies interact with fundamental forcing processes to 
generate equilibrium asset prices. After proving the existence of a competitive 

equilibrium, it is shown that in equilibrium the risk prices associated with any 
given factor j are functions of next period’s expected inflation tax. This implies 
that expectations concerning future monetary policies can directly affect the 
current risk premia associated with technological innovation. When these sour- 
ces of uncertainty are driven by a multifactor model, the ‘inflation’ premium 

associated with the inflation tax can exert a significant negative influences in 
a multifactor asset pricing model. 

It is shown the equilibrium asset prices for any given firm follows 
a (J + I)-factor model, while the model of all asset returns requires J + 2 factors. 
Both riskfree rates and risk premia are shown to be functions of the inflation tax. 
The inflation tax is shown to depress production-based asset returns by lowering 
the risk premia associated with the future factors that determine future technolo- 
gical innovations in production. The riskfree rates for liquidity constrained firms 
and nonliquidity constrained firms are shown to diverge. Given that the model 
describes how nominal innovations interact with the primitives of taste and 
technology to alter the risk premia that drive asset returns, the model provides 
a possible theoretical foundation to the empirical findings in Chen, Roll, and Ross 

(1986) and Cochrane (1992). In this sense, the model provides new theoretical 
foundations for the relationship between both real and nominal macroeconomic 
variables and equilibrium asset returns in an equilibrium arbitrage pricing model. 

Appendix 

The proof of the existence and uniqueness of a competitive equilibrium 
utilizes a monotone mapping method pioneered in Coleman (1991) and 
extended in Greenwood and Huffman (1992). The strategy utilized follows 

Coleman (1990). That is, we seek a set of functions C(S), G(S), p(S), w(S) and 
a monetary policy function h(S) for a yiuen inflation tax T(S) such that 
the conditions of a recursive monetary equilibrium are met. After finding these 
functions, we obtain C and then use (17) to find a monetary policy h that 
implements the distortion z(S) given C. 
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To begin, use (13) (14) and (20) to solve for C,(S) pointwise given functions 
r and C,: 

Cz(S) = @l cm Cl WI . (A.11 

Define Q2(r, C1 ) = Cr + @t. Given G(S), substitute Qz into (12) and invert. We 
can then solve for C1 and obtain 

C,(S) = @;‘[~(S),f(s) - CGi(S)I = @~CT(S),G(S)I. 64.2) 

Eliminating C1 in (A.l), we have 

C,(S) = @zsCG), ‘WI (A.3) 

Stacking (21) and (22) we can write them more compactly as 

u’CW)l = B o u’CW’)lFCW), @I x(Q, de’) . s (A.4) 

Using (A.2) and (A.3) into (A.4) we obtain 

u’C@aMO G(S)), @4CG), G(S)1 

= Pljil(.l%W). WV), @4(W)> G(~‘))IFCC(S),~‘IX(~, W, (A.5) 

where u’ = [ur, u2] is a vector of marginal utilities and F = [F,, F2,..., FN] is 
a N x 1 vector of marginal products net of the stochastic inflation tax (i.e., 
F,(S) E qi(Ki, 8) [l - r(K, 0)] for each process i). We can place some additional 
structure on u,f, and r with the following three assumptions: 

Assumption A.1. u is such that (i) u22u1, - uf2 > 0; (ii) G3 is nondecreasing in 
r and nonincreasing in G, Q4 is nonincreasing in r and G, @4i 2 ~3i 2 @4r, and 

@4i 2 @3i 2 @3r. 

Assumption A.,?. For each production process i, Fi is strictly concave, strictly 
decreasing in Ki, and weakly increasing in Kj, for j # i. In addition, 
FiiFjj - (Fij)’ > 0, where Eij is the second partial of Fi with respect to capital 
stock j. 

Assumption A.3. The function r(S) is continuous in K, [l - t(K, t))]is non- 
increasing and strictly concave in K, and 0 I r(S) < 1 VSES. 
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Assumption A.1.i tightens the concavity restrictions on u in Assumption 3. 
Assumption A.l.ii implies that the cash good is decreasing in the nominal rate of 
interest, and it restricts attention to preferences that generate consumption 
demands that respond to changes in G more than t. Assumption A.2 consists of 
a set of restrictions on the behavior of after-tax returns to investment. In 
particular, it implies that after tax the investment goods are all weak technical 
compliments. Note that the restrictions on technology outlined in Greenwood 
and Huffman (1992) are present given Assumptions 2, A.2, and A.3. Assumption 
A.3 is a technical assumption where the bound on T is required in conjunction 
with Assumption 3 to guarantee than C(S) $0 for all S. 

To reduce notation, let u’[@~, Q4] = u’[s(S), f(S) - CC,(S)]. Then (AS) 
represents a system of N integral equations in N unknown functions G. 

= PI0 u’C~(S’),f(s’) - CGi(S’)] FCC(S), Q’]x(O, do’). (‘4.6) 

Let P be the space of continuous, positive functions p: S -+ R; that are non- 

decreasing in K. Equip P with the uniform norm /I p /I = max, >, > ,+upS z ,Ipj(S)]. 
Then IF’ is a Banach space. Define the usual partial order on r and P, i.e. for 
functions y, Y’E P, y’ 2 y if y’(S) 2 y(S) for all SE 5% Then to transform (A.6) into 

a fixed point problem, define the following subset r c P as follows: 

T(S) = 
y: s+NcRRN, where N: = [O,,f’(S)lN, 

Cyi(K, 0) <f(K, O), V 0 E 0, 

Clyj(K’, 0) - rj(R 011 I I.f(K’, 0) - f(K 011. 

Define the operator A and r implicitly as 

that solves ~(y, S, y) = 0, 

if Qi =f(s), 

where ~(y, S, y) is given as the system of equations: 

Uli(Y> S, Y) = B s o u’C~(S’),.f(s’) - Cyi(S’)]FilY, Q’]x(~, de’) 

(A.7) 

(‘4.8) 

- U'C4QY1, i = l,..., N, (A.9) 
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where S’ = [y(S), 0’1 and y is the vector of given functions G(S) E r. A fixed 
point of Ay is a set of competitive equilibrium transition equations G(S) for the 
endogenous state variables given z(S) such that CG, <f, all S. Notice that given 
the definition of A, there exist a large set of trivial fixed points that are not 
competitive equilibria, i.e., any y such that Cyi =f: 

The following proposition proves some properties of the set r: 

Proposition A.1. Under Assumptions l-2, f(S) is convex and compact subset 

f?f p. 

Proof: The fact that YET is positive and nondecreasing in K is clear. Since 
ay + (1 - a)~’ E r try, y’ E r implies r is convex. For compactness, if r is 

bounded and forms an equicontinuous family of functions, then r is compact. 
Adapting Coleman (1991, Proposition 3) to the space r, by definition of r, V K', 
K $ 0, C/yj(K', 0) - yj(K, fl)[ < lf(K', 0) -f(K, 0)1 for all K and some K’. The 
mean value theorem implies that r is equicontinuous for any such K. If K 2 0 
and Ki = 0 for at least one i, then let A be a vector with zeros for each nonzero 
Ki component and Ai > 0 for each zero i. Then the continuity of f‘(S) and 
y guarantees 3 A with 11 A /I > 0 such that for E > 0, 0 < Cl yj(K + A, 0)l I E for 
each 0 E 0. Define x as a vector with 0 for all nonzero Ki and xi > 0 for all zero 
Ki. Then given that 0 < Xi < Ai, the definition of r implies 

0 < Clyj(K + X, 0) - yj(K, O)l <f(K + X, 0) < C. 

That is, r is equicontinuous at such a K. Therefore, r is equicontinuous. Since 
f is bounded, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, r is compact and every sequence of 
function in r is convergent in r. Therefore r c EJ’. 

The following proposition establishes that A maps r + r: 

Proposition A.2. Under Assumptions l-4 and A.I-A.J,,for any y E r, there exists 
a Ay and Ay c r. 

Proof For y Er, we have two cases. Case 1: Cyi =f: (A.8) implies Ay = y. For 
such y, u’[C(S’)] and u’[s(S), Ay] tend toward infinity for at least one compo- 
nent by Assumption 3. Since Assumptions 2 and A.2 imply F(Ay, 0’) is finite, 
(A.9) is satisfied. AISO note that CAiyi <ffor such y. Case 2: Cy, <J: Then for 
such y, C,(S’) + C,(S’) > 0. Since individual optimization implies that 
ul/uZ = 1 - z(S), and since z(S) < 1 V/s, Assumption 3 implies in a competitive 
equilibrium C(S’) $0 for such y. Then Ay -+ 0 does not satisfy (A.9) since 
F(Ay, 0’)+ CO and a’[r(S), f- CAiyi] and S u’[T(AY, d’), f(Ay, 0’) - 

Cyi(Ay, O’)]x(O, de’) are both finite for such y. This fmplies vi is positive for Ay 
sufficiently close to zero. In addition, as CAiyi -tfwith Ay $0, each rli becomes 
negative since J,u’[C(S’)]F(Ay, 8’)~(8, dQ’) is finite while u’[r, Ay] + a3 _ 



Since each integral equation vi is the composition of continuous functions and 
8 is a Montone Markov process, q is well-defined. i.e., there exists an A? for each 
SE s such that q = 0. In addition for such A;*, CAi;‘; 5 ,f: Therefore for all cases. 
A E [O,,f‘]” and A is a positive function. 

TO establish that Ay is increasing in K, first note that pi is decreasing in y. To 
see this, let y’ 2 y. Then: 

‘li(_V’, S, r(V’)) = a s U’[T(V’, f~‘),.f(J”, U’) - C;‘iCy’, Q’)] 
6) 

= qib, S,y(_V)) for i = l,.... N. 

Since .f&‘, 0) of’@, 0) by Assumption 2, r(J’, 0) 5 SW, 8) by Assumption A 1, 
F(.y’, 0) I F(y, 0) by Assumption A.2, and C,(S’) increases faster than C, (S’) by 
Assumption A.1, then Assumptions 3 and A.1 imply the first inequality. In 
addition, each vi is increasing in K by Assumptions A. I, 2, and 3. Then y(S) must 
be increasing in K by Assumptions 3 and A.1. 

Finally, since r is equicontinuous and s is compact, then A(?,) -+ A(y) as 
yn -+ ;’ and by Assumption 1 this convergence is uniform. Therefore A is continu- 
ous. Therefore A?; _C r. 

We now prove some additional properties of the operator A: 

Proposition d.3. A is monotone on an order interual [O, y*] c f. 

Proof: We seek an order interval 10, y*] s r with A0 2 0 and Ay* I ;‘*. Firs1 

notice properties of P and r concerning least upper bounds for countable chains 
in r. Since P is normal and r is compact, this chain has a least upper bound in 
f. Let y* denote this element. 

Then by the definition of A, for any 7 such that 27, =.f; Ai’ = ;’ satisfied the 
integral equation. Therefore, A;‘* I y*. Therefore we consider 7 E [0, y*) as 
potential competitive equilibria. With the partial order discussed above CO. :**I 
is an order Interval. 

To establish monotonicity on [O, ?*I, let f = ;’ + h, h E r. Then f I 7. 
Notice that since ~OU’[Z~, O’), .f(.y. 0’) - Cl’i(_V, 0’)] F(y, 0’)~(8, do’) is 
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monotone in yi by Assumptions 1, 3, and A.2, the function vli(y, S, y) increasing 
in y, i.e.,” 

vi@, S, Y*) = B 
s 

~‘CrcV9 @‘),./‘(.v, 0’) - C’ji(y, 6’11 Fib> e’lx(d, de’) 
0 

- U’CW, Yl 

2 P 
J 

u’CT~, Q’Lfb, e’) - Cyt(y, 0’11 Fib, e’lx(O, do’) 
Q 

- a’[z(S),y] for i = l,..., N, 

where the inequality follows from Assumptions 3 and A. 1. Then by definition of 
r, Assumptions A.3, 2, and A.2, Ay 2 y. Therefore A is monotone. 

The sequence of transition functions G that we seek to construct is similar to 
the sequence in Greenwood and Huffman (1992). We set .4’(r) = 0. Let 
A ‘(11) = A [A ‘OJ)], and generate A”(y) = A [A”- l(y)]. Since A is monotone, 
A”[A”-i(y)] 2 A”-‘(y). In addition, Assumptions 2 and A.2 imply that 

A’[A’(y)] > 0. Therefore, A”(y) > 0. Finally, we know that A”(y)4 Ay as 
n ---f co. But we do not know if Ay is a trivial solution. As Coleman (1991) and 
Greenwood and Huffman (1992) note, this fixed point is not necessarily asso- 
ciated with a strictly positive C(S). Therefore it might not be a competitive 
equilibrium. In our problem, we know that there are a large number of ‘trivial’ 
fixed points. Therefore, as in Coleman (1991) and Greenwood and Huffman 
(1991, 1992), we must pursue restrictions that generate fixed points of A that are 

associated with strictly positive consumption vectors C(S). 
We know that by Assumption 3, if total consumption C(S) = C,(S) + 

C,(S) > cr > 0 VSE 0, we know the vector of consumptions C(S) will be 
bounded above zero for any z(S) strictly less than unity VS. This follows from 
Assumption 3 and the fact that uZ/ul = [l/(1 - T(S))] in equilibrium. Therefore, 
we must only impose restrictions that are sufficient to guarantee, if,f- Cyi 2 c(, 
thenf- CAi?ii 2 M, for all 0. 

To see that the model has enough restrictions to guarantee a nontrivial fixed 
point of A, we map our environment into the framework of Greenwood and 
Huffman (1992) and invoke their existence theorem to construct nontrivial 
solutions to (A.6). The following proposition can be proved: 

“As an alternative way of proving A is monotone in 5’ we can compute the matrix of Frechet 

derivatives n (JJ, S, ;j) = s u’[r(y. O’), .f’(y, 0’) - Cy(y, O’)]F(y, fl’)~(H, do’) with respect, and show 

that these derivatives 1’ are positive functions. Since Assumptions 3 and A.1 guarantee that the 

partial derivatives of function under the integral are positive functions, then Assumption 1 implies 
that the Frechet derivatives of/l are positive. Then by a theorem in Krasnoselskii (1964), operators 

with positive Frechet derivatives are monotone. 
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Proposition A.5. Under Assumptions 1-4 and A.l-A._?, a strictly positive fixed 

point y* exists such that C*(S) is strictly positive. Furthermore, a unique competi- 
tive equilibrium jar our monetary economy exists. 

Proof: We begin by restating our problem as a tax problem and mapping the 
problem into the Greenwood-Huffman setup. We then solve for the unique 
competitive equilibrium of this problem. We use the competitive equilibrium of 
this problem to construct a competitive equilibrium for our original monetary 
economy. 

Consider the following tax-subsidy problem: Given a function t(S) that 
satisfies Assumption A.3, a lump-sum transfer J(S), and a vector of functions 
G(S)E I-, such that this vector satisfies an additional restriction that CGi <,I: 
representative households choose x7‘(s) = [c(s), g(s)] E Q’(s) E R~t2 such that 

they maximize (2) where oT(.s) is a feasible correspondence consisting of z that 
satisfy 

cr,[l - Z(S,)] + c2t + i kit+l + [l - z(S)] i kit+, 

i=l ,=K+1 

) (A.lO) 

and (lo), with s = [k, K, t9] and S = [K, 01. Here, the tax T operates as a tax on 
income from processes i = K + 1,. . , N, and as a subsidy for all ‘credit’ goods, 
both consumption and investment. Then the households problem can be 

formulated as the following dynamic program: 

The optimality conditions for an interior solution to the right-hand side of 
(A.1 1) consist of the following: 

c~I(c(.9G42(c(~))I = Cl - WI (A.12) 

and (21) and (22). Imposing market clearing in (12) the solution to the 
dynamic program in (A.ll) generates a fixed point problem identical to (A.6) 
[which is the problem we must solve to construct a competitive equilibrium for 
our monetary economy]. By a theorem in Greenwood and Huffmann (1992. 
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Section 3, Theorem l), a nontrivial competitive equilibrium exists and is unique. 
That is, 3 a vector G(S) such that f- CC,(S) 2 LY, all S. But then since 
C, + C2 > 0 VSE s, (A.15) implies C $0, all SE $L Notice this G(S) satisfies 

(A.6). 
To construct the competitive equilibrium for our original problem, given 

G(S), we obtain C(S) from (A.2) and (A.3). All of these are given r(S). We then 
construct P(S) and p(S) from (3) (4). and (9). When r(S) = 0, then 4(s) = 0 and 
L(s) is completely determined by (13). When T(S) > 0, then(9), (13) (17) and (20) 
determine L(s), 4(s), and the policy function h(S) consistent with the distortion 

z(S). w(S) and wL(S) are then determined by (6) and (7) respectively. That is the 
nontrivial competitive equilibrium. 
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